Three-dimensional vertically aligned nano-and micropillars have emerged as promising tools for a variety of biological applications. Despite their increasing usage, the interaction mechanisms of cells with these rigid structures and their effect on single-and collective-cell behaviors are not well understood for different cell types. In the present study, we examine the response of glioma cells to micropillar arrays using a new microfabricated platform consisting of rigid silicon micropillar arrays of various shapes, sizes, and configurations fabricated on a single platform. We compare collective-and single-cell behaviors at micropillar array interfaces and show that glial cells under identical chemical conditions form distinct arrangements on arrays of different shapes and sizes. Tumor-like aggregation and branching of glial cells only occur on arrays with feature diameters greater than 2 μm, and distinct transitions are observed at interfaces between various arrays on the platform. Additionally, despite the same side-to-side spacing and gaps between micropillars, single glial cells interact with the flat silicon surface in the gap between small pillars but sit on top of larger micropillars. Furthermore, micropillars induced local changes in stress fibers and actin-rich filopodia protrusions as the cells conformed to the shape of spatial cues formed by these micropillars.
■ INTRODUCTION
Cells have the ability to sense and respond to the micro-and nanoscale topography of their environment. 1 Studies on microand nanopatterned engineered surfaces have demonstrated the influence of topography on a variety of cellular functions including the directed migration of endothelial cells and fibroblasts, 2,3 osteogenic differentiation of stem cells, 4−7 altered mechanosensitive gene expressions in fibroblasts, 8−11 directional polarization of neurons, 12−17 and immobilization of tumor cells. 18, 19 Researchers have taken advantage of these cellular responses and utilized micro-and nanostructured surfaces, in particular vertically aligned three-dimensional (3D) pillar structures, for a wide range of biological applications. Small-diameter nanowires with high aspect ratios are known to penetrate the cell membrane and are therefore most commonly used for applications requiring intracellular access such as drug delivery. 20−25 On the other hand, larger pillar structures are engulfed by the cell without membrane rupture and are more commonly used in applications requiring an intact cell membrane. For example, nanopillar arrays have been used for noninvasive immobilization of neurons to obtain long periods of activity measurements from the same neuron. 26 Furthermore, silicon micropillar arrays have been utilized for the efficient isolation and capture of circulating tumor cells, possibly through enhanced local topographic interactions of cells with the micropillars. 18, 19, 27, 28 A great number of experimental and computational studies have examined the mechanisms of small-diameter nanowire penetration into cells, showing that penetration depends on several parameters including the nanowire diameter, height-todiameter aspect ratio, and spacing. 23,29−32 However, a limited number of studies have looked at cell interactions with larger pillar structures, where penetration is unlikely to occur. 18, 33, 34 Wang et al. examined the role of spacing and diameter on the capture rates of circulating tumor cells and showed that higher capture rates were achievable on pillar arrays of smaller diameters compared with larger pillars or a flat silicon wafer. 18 Hanson et al. characterized the cell−nanopillar interface using transmission electron microscopy and showed that cortical neurons preferentially sit on top of nanopillars with 500 nm diameters and 1 μm center-to-center spacing but engulf nanopillars with 200 nm diameters and similar center-to-center spacing. 33 Finally, Xie et al. developed a continuum mechanical model to quantify the cell−pillar interactions and showed that this interaction is dependent on not only the pillar geometry but also the flat surface or gap available between the nanopillars, which is a function of nanopillar spacing. Their results suggest that decreased nanopillar spacing can lift the cells away from the flat silicon surface. Despite great advancements in understanding cell−pillar interactions, the effects of these rigid structures on intracellular components such as the nucleus and cytoskeleton remain understudied. Additionally, the collective behaviors of cells on pillar arrays are poorly understood. In this study, we fabricated vertically aligned arrays of micropillar structures side by side on a silicon platform. These micropillar arrays consisted of micropillars of identical heights and side-to-side spacings but with varying geometries, allowing us to explore single-and collective-cell behaviors at array interfaces. Using high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and fluorescent microscopy techniques, we show that cells on the same platform interact distinctly with micropillars of varying sizes. Interestingly, aggregation and branching of cells was observed on specific micropillar arrays but restrained on neighboring arrays with different micropillar geometries. Cells interacted with the top surfaces of larger micropillar arrays and conversely with the side walls and flat areas between smaller-diameter micropillars. Furthermore, cell protrusions conformed to the shape of the micropillars, and local cytoskeletal rearrangements were observed on micropillar arrays.
■ RESULTS
Fabrication of Silicon Platform. Arrays of rigid silicon micropillars of various geometries were successfully fabricated side by side on a silicon platform ( Figure 1A ). This platform was used to assess glioma cell responses to vertically aligned 3D micropillars of varying geometry and configuration. Fabricated micropillars were characterized using SEM, as shown in Figure  1B measured to range from 0.7 to 5.5 μm. Each silicon platform consisted of two arrays of the same micropillar geometry, one with a square configuration ( Figure 1C -i) and another with a hexagonal configuration ( Figure 1C -ii). In all arrays, a constant 5 μm side-to-side spacing was maintained between neighboring micropillars, resulting in comparable free flat areas between the micropillars irrespective of their sizes. Furthermore, the heights of all micropillars were maintained at 2 μm. The designed platform allowed for the characterization of single glioma interactions with the distinct topographic features of each micropillar array, comparison of cell behaviors at array interfaces, and assessment of the collective behaviors of cells on the entire silicon platform.
Preferential Aggregation of Cells on Large Micropillar Arrays. U87 glioma cells were plated on the silicon platforms uniformly covering all micropillar arrays. After 24 h, cells showed a slightly higher concentration on small-sized micropillars ( Figure S1 ). Interestingly, after 68 h, glioma cells exhibited distinctive arrangements on various micropillar arrays. Cells formed aggregates on micropillars with outer diameters larger than 2 μm, whereas cells on micropillars smaller than 2 μm were evenly distributed on the platform, leaving small voids. This was evident from dark-field microscopy images of the interfaces between small (<2 μm) and large (>2 μm) micropillar arrays on both square (Figure 2A -1) and hexagonal (Figure 2A -2) array configurations on the silicon platforms. Magnified images indicated larger voids (areas with no cells) and longer branchlike connections between cell aggregates on larger micropillar arrays, as shown in Figure 2B . These results were observed on several silicon platforms, and to quantify this collective-cell behavior, we measured the cell coverage area, defined as the ratio between the area covered by cells and the total imaged area (see the Methods section), for each micropillar array on two identical silicon platforms, as shown in Figure 2C (blue and red curves). Both platforms showed similar trends in coverage area as a function of the micropillar diameter. In both cases, micropillars with diameters <2 μm showed the highest cell coverage and a decrease in the cell coverage area for larger micropillars ( Figure 2C ). The lowest coverage areas were observed for cells on a smooth flat silicon substrate ( Figure 2C ). As shown in Figure 3 , although platform 1 (blue) and platform 2 (red) show the same trends, platform 1 (blue curve) exhibited overall higher cell coverages on all micropillar arrays despite identical cell seeding and growth conditions. Therefore, for better control, in this study we only compare the cell behaviors on different micropillar arrays of the same silicon platform.
The highest cell coverage areas were observed within the smaller silicon micropillar dimensions with outer diameters of <2 μm and were statistically significant from all other micropillars with outer diameters >2 μm and from a control flat silicon substrate. However, the differences between the measured coverage areas of micropillar arrays with outer diameters ranging from 2.5 to 5.5 μm were not statistically significant.
We also compared the cell coverage areas for square versus hexagonal configurations of each micropillar size for both platforms, as shown in Figure S2 . However, the coverage areas seem to be independent of the micropillar configurations tested in this study.
In order to observe cell−micropillar interactions in 3D, the silicon platforms were inspected using high-resolution SEM at a 70°stage tilt at the mircopillar array interfaces. On larger structures, glioma cells formed large cell aggregates with long branches consisting of few elongated cells connecting neighboring cell aggregates in both the hexagonal ( Figure  3A ) and square ( Figure 3B ) array configurations. These SEM images also confirmed the presence of larger voids between cell aggregates on large micropillar arrays.
F-Actin-Rich Cell Protrusions That Interact Distinctly with Small versus Large Micropillars. High-resolution SEM inspections of single cell−micropillar interactions showed that despite similar side-to-side spacing between micropillars of all sizes, on large micropillars (>2 μm), the cell body is lifted away from the flat silicon substrate and cells preferentially anchor onto micropillar tops, as opposed to the flat silicon regions between the micropillars ( Figure 4A ). Contrarily, on smaller micropillars (<2 μm), the cell body was close to the flat silicon substrate and cell protrusions extended between these micropillars ( Figure 4B ).
We next used 3D confocal z-stacks to compare F-actin and 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) expressions at various focal planes above the silicon platform at interfaces between small (Figure 5A-ROI1) and large ( Figure 5A -ROI2) micropillars. To analyze single cell−micropillar interactions and avoid cell aggregation, cells used for confocal microscopy were plated on the silicon substrate for 3 h. A representative z-slice near the top of the micropillars is shown in Figure 5B ,C,D. A higher number of F-actin-rich protrusions with high-intensity F-actin expressions are observable on micropillar tops in ROI2, compared to ROI1 in the z-slice shown ( Figure 5C ). Conversely, cells in ROI1 show higher F-actin-rich protrusions at a lower z-slice, as shown in Figure 5E . Normalized mean fluorescent intensities (MFIs) for F-actin in ROI1 peaked at a slice ∼1.8 μm lower than ROI2 ( Figure 5G) . This difference is approximately equivalent to the height of the micropillars, suggesting that cells in ROI2 interact and explore the micropillar tops with actin-rich extensions, whereas cells in ROI1 interact mostly with the bottom of the micropillars and the flat regions between the micropillars. Instead, normalized MFIs for DAPI showed peaks at a distance several microns above the micropillars on both ROIs (Figure 5C ,G), suggesting that cell nuclei are positioned above the micropillars in both ROIs. The z-slice with a maximum normalized MFI for DAPI is shown in Figure 5F .
Local Cytoskeletal Rearrangements in Response to a Micropillar Geometry. The cytoskeletal arrangements of fully spread glioma cells on various micropillar arrays were also examined through confocal microscopy. On 5.5 μm hollowshaped micropillars with square configurations, cells exhibited remarkable localized stress fibers aligned along free spaces between micropillars. The cell shown in Figure 6A exhibited localized, elongated, and aligned vertical and horizontal stress fibers in response to spatial limitations formed between the micropillars, whereas stress fibers were arranged randomly on parts of the cell that rested on the free space between two arrays lacking spatial cues. Orthogonal views of the z-stacks also indicate the nuclei positioned on top of the micropillars in these cells. These elongated and aligned actin stress fibers were also observable on 3.2 μm hollow micropillar arrays with square configurations, as shown in Figure 6B . The dark areas free of Factin between the elongated stress fibers correspond to the location of the micropillars, as is evident from the merged images in Figure 6A ,B. The F-actin fluorescent intensity profiles along lines crossing these micropillars also show that the drops in intensity correspond to the location of the micropillars. A similar phenomenon was observed on hexagonal array configurations; however, the actin stress fibers of cells on these arrays were aligned diagonally at random orientations ( Figure S3 ), suggesting that these cells rearrange their cytoskeleton to conform to the micropillar array shape. F-actin-rich cell protrusions also traveled inside the openings of hollow micropillars, as is evident from the SEM images shown in Figure 7A . Confocal microscopy revealed circular and high-intensity F-actin expressions on hollow micropillars with hole diameters of 1.8−5 μm. Furthermore, actin-rich filopodia conformed to the sharp edges on top of hollow micropillars ( Figure 7C) , where high expressions of F-actin are observable at filopodia tips.
■ DISCUSSION
Vertically aligned micropillars of solid and hollow cross sections are used for a variety of biological applications including tumorcell capture, 19, 35 drug delivery into cells, 20, 25 and the recording of neuronal activities. 26,36−38 In this study, a silicon platform was developed and used to explore the responses of glioma cells to silicon micropillar arrays of various sizes. The silicon micropillars used in this study were rigid: i.e., cells were not able to deform these micropillars. Therefore, we assume a constant stiffness for all micropillars arrays, eliminating the role of stiffness in the differential responses that we observed. Indeed, glioma cells also show sensitivity to substrate stiffness, and their response has been characterized by several groups. 39−41 Furthermore, micropillars of various sizes were fabricated side by side on silicon platforms, providing identical chemical environments for the cells. Thereby, the distinguishable collective-and single-cell behaviors exhibited by glioma cells on various micropillar arrays were attributed to their differential responses to the size of the micropillars.
Previous studies have looked at the effect of the pillar size and spacing on the cell−pillar interfaces by using the same center-to-center spacing but varying the pillar sizes. However, using the same center-to-center spacing results in smaller flat surfaces available to the cells between larger pillars compared with smaller pillars. Hence, in this study, instead of center-tocenter distances, we kept the side-to-side spacing (i.e., gap) of the pillars constant while changing the pillar sizes. Xie et al. observed that Chinese hamster ovary cells were able to deform and wrap around pillars of 5 μm spacing and made contact with the flat substrate between the pillars. On the other hand, these cells were lifted away from the substrate on pillars with the same size but with a reduced spacing of 2 μm. 29 Here, we show that, despite the 5 μm side-to-side spacing of all arrays, whether glial cells make contact with the flat substrate depends highly on the pillar size ( Figure 8 ). Even with similar flat surface areas available to the cell between micropillars of different sizes, glioma cells preferentially interacted with the tops and sides of large micropillars rather than the flat surface between pillars. This was evident from both high-resolution SEM inspections (Figure 4A,B) and confocal z-stacks showing F-actin expressions at different planes at micropillar array interfaces (Figure 7) .
The preferential interactions of cells with micropillar tops for larger arrays (>2 μm) may be attributed to the higher surface area provided by these structures for cells to anchor onto. After landing on these pillars, cells can form adhesions on the micropillar tops, as depicted in Figure 8A . Subsequently, in order to strengthen their anchorage, glioma cells explore the nearby microenvironment through actin-rich protrusions (as seen in Figure 7C ) and spread on top of multiple micropillars while forming adhesions on the tops and sidewalls of these micropillars ( Figure 8A ). Conversely, smaller (<2 μm) micropillars do not provide enough anchorage area for the cells on their top surfaces, resulting in cells deforming around these pillars to anchor onto the flat silicon area ( Figure 8B) . Therefore, cells form strong adhesions on the flat areas as well as the micropillar sidewalls and tightly wrap around these micropillars. Note that the same flat area is available to cells in the gaps between large micropillar arrays, but cells do not deform around the pillars to reach this flat gap area on large micropillars. The deformation of cells around small micropillars to form 2D adhesions on both the flat silicon surface and the sidewalls of small micropillars could lead to the trapping and immobilization of cells on these surfaces. Immobilization of cells on nanopillar arrays was demonstrated previously for circulating tumor cells, 18, 19 neurons, 26 and mouse fibroblasts. 42 Glioma cells with reduced motility may be unable to form aggregates on the small micropillar arrays used in this study, which would explain their differential arrangements on top of small micropillar arrays; however, further live cell imaging would be required to verify a reduction in the cell motility on small micropillar arrays. Our future studies will aim at conducting live cell imaging and comparing cell migration speeds on various micropillar arrays. We also showed that the stresses induced in the cell body to conform to the shape of its underlying substrate also resulted in local changes in the cytoskeletal organization and F-actin expression for the glial cells on our silicon platforms ( Figures 6 and 7) . The long-term effects of such changes on cell behaviors remain unknown.
■ CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
Our results demonstrated the significance of the micropillar size on collective-and single-glioma behaviors. The size of the silicon micropillars determined the arrangement of the glioma cells on these structures: cells formed small tumor-like clusters on larger micropillars but were evenly spread out on small micropillars. Interestingly, we did not observe such distinct cell arrangements for PC3 cancer cells or 3T3 mouse fibroblasts on the same silicon substrate (unpublished work); this is not unexpected because the response of the cells to the size of the micropillars and spacing is, in part, dependent on the cell size, shape, and stiffness. 29 Other cell types may show similar behaviors on smaller or larger micropillars than the ones used in this study depending on their cell shape and properties such as stiffness. Additionally, glioma cells are specifically known to be sensitive to the shape of their microenvironment in the brain. In fact, brain tumor progression is regulated by the transduction of particular physical and chemical signals in the brain extracellular environment. 43 Specifically, glioma cell growth and invasion rely on the detection of specific topographic patterns in brain tissue. 43−47 Further studies aimed at understanding the mechanisms of cell sensitivity to micropillar shape and size not only will allow the design and tuning of micropillar platforms based on their desired applications but may additionally provide insight into the in vivo shape-sensing mechanisms of glioma cells.
■ METHODS
Silicon Micropillar Platform Fabrication Process. A total of 12 different arrays of silicon micropillars were fabricated side by side. These arrays consisted of large micropillars with hollow cross-sectional geometries or small C-shaped micropillars. Hollow micropillars were fabricated with inner diameters of 1.5, 2, 3, and 5 μm, all with a wall thickness of 1.5 μm, and a side-to-side spacing of 5 μm, arranged in both square and hexagonal configurations. For the smaller C-shaped micropillars, the final measured circle diameters are 1.5 and 3 μm, with openings of 0.5 and 0.75 μm on the edges of the micropillars, with a side-to-side spacing of 5 μm, arranged in both square and hexagonal configurations. Each micropillar array covered an area of approximately 3.5 × 3.5 mm.
After a clean silicon wafer coated with a photoresist (AZ 7908) was soft-baked, it underwent UV exposure in an ASML Stepper 5000 (PHT-S1); after development of the patterns, followed by hardbaking, we used deep reactive ion etching (Surface Technology Systems, ICP DRIE) to render micropillars with a height of 2 μm.
The undulating sidewalls were created by pulsed etching in a typical Bosch process. C4F8 of 15 Sccm and Sf6 of 45 and 5 Sccm were used during etching, and 75 Sccm of C4F8 was used in the passivation process.
Cell Culture. U-87 cells (Human Primary Glioblastoma cell line) were provided from the Department of Molecular and Cell Biology at the University of CaliforniaBerkeley. Cells were cultured in cell DMEM 1X, Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium (with 4.5 g/L glucose, L-glutamine, and sodium pyruvate, Corning Cellgro). The cell DMEM 1X was enriched with 10% fetal bovine serum (Corning Cellgro), 1% penicillin−streptomycin (Corning Cellgro), and 1% nonessential amino acid (Gibco, Life Technologies). Cells were cultured and kept in an incubator, which was set to 5% CO 2 and 37°C temperature. In this study, cells were passaged every week with a passage number between 15 and 30 for all experiments. For each experiment, cells were washed one time with PBS 1X (phosphate-buffered saline, Corning) and trypsinized by 0.05% preheated Trypsin (0.53 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 1X without sodium bicarbonate, Corning) for 5 min in a laminar hood and incubator. Then, cells were collected in 15 mL centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at 850 rpm for 5 min. At the end of the preparation of the cell solution, the cell concentration was adjusted to 16 × 10 4 cells/mL for all experiments in this study.
Seeding U-87 Cells on Silicon Platforms. All silicon micropillar platforms were placed onto sterile six-well cell culture plates (flat bottom with a lid, Corning) and submerged in 70% ethanol for 5 min in a laminar hood. After treatment with ethanol, all platforms were washed three times with PBS 1X and once more using the enriched cell culture DMEM 1X. Then, cells were seeded on the sterilized micropillar platforms at a concentration of 16 × 10 4 cells/mL. Silicon platforms were then placed in new six-well culture plates, 3 mL of the prepared cell solution (16 × 10 4 cells/mL) was added to each well, and the plates were kept in an incubator. Every 24 h, cells were fed fresh enriched cell culture DMEM throughout the experiments.
Cell Imaging and Analysis. Confocal Microscopy. Cells were washed and fixed with 4% parafalmadehyde. Membranes were permeabilized with 5% goat serum and 1% triton-X in PBS. Cells were then stained for F-actin and DNA with Pahlloidin and DAPI, respectively. Swept-field confocal microscopy was conducted using a Bruker/Prairie Aurora launch microscope system. Confocal z-stacks were taken using a 60× water-dipping objective (LUMPlan Fl, NA = XX, Olympus) at either 200 or 300 nm z-steps using a 35 μm pinhole aperture setting. Images (512 × 512) were taken using an EM-CCD Micropillars with outer diameters of greater than 2 μm, with a side-toside spacing of 5 μm, provide enough anchorage area for glioma cells to form adhesions on top of these pillars. Subsequent to initial attachments, cells spread on top of these pillars and away from the flat silicon substrate between pillars while anchoring to the pillar tops and sides. (B) Micropillars with outer diameters of less than 2 μm and a side-to-side spacing of 5 μm do not provide enough anchorage area for cells, resulting in cell deformation around these pillars and interaction with the available flat space between micropillars. Subsequently, cells spread on these micropillars, wrapping tightly around the micropillars and forming strong adhesions on the flat silicon substrate as well as micropillar sidewalls. Black arrows indicate the equal side-to-side spacing between micropillars of different sizes. camera. Images were additionally taken using transmitted light to superimpose on the fluorescent images.
SEM Procedure. To prepare cells for electron microscopy, samples were rinsed with 0.2 mM sodium phosphate buffer (v/v: 36 mL Na 2 HPO 4 /14 mL NaH 2 PO 4 ) and then fixed with 2.5% glutaraldehyde at 4°C overnight. Samples were then dehydrated using a graded series of ethanol dilutions (10−100%), dried, and coated with a ∼10 nm layer of gold prior to microscopy.
Coverage Area Calculations. The cell coverage area was simply defined as the ratio between the area covered by cells or its protrusions and the bare silicon area. In order to measure the cell coverage area of each array, micrographs were converted to binary images and quantified using ImageJ. For each measured cell coverage area value, a two-tailed Mann−Whitney test was performed to conclude that the difference observed between the groups for the measured cell coverage area is unlikely to have occurred by chance at both 0.05 and 0.01 significance levels.
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